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Abstract - Embedded system is a system which is meant for dedicated and repeated application. Application are enumerated as 
programs and implemented by any processor specific boards. These programs are stored as binary images in flash memory 
region. Embedded system has two types of design as with OS and without OS design. Now-a-days embedded system with OS, 
specifically Linux-OS variant are more popular in industry. In this case, open-source boards are used which don’t have any 
system-softwares. Such kind of boards are called Bare-Boards. Before using these boards for implementation, it is accessary to 
prepare them with necessary system softwares. Basically these system softwares include boot loader, Linux variant OS and user 
interface programs such as Qtupia. These softwares are placed in a separate memory card (32GB) with defined partitions. 
Preparing images of these system softwares and placing them in the appropriate partitioned locations is a procedural tasks. 
Once these system softwares are ported in the memory card of the board, we shall use that board for one embedded applications 
by including additional device drives if needed. 
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1. PROPOSED METHOD 

This journal explains how the bare board is converted to OS. A bare board (board without any system software) is converted 
to Linux Operating System. The board used here is UDOO NEO FULL. Initially a memory card is formatted completely and 
then NOOBs zip file is downloaded and extracted the image file and it is etched to the memory card. After extracting the 
image file to the memory card, memory gets partitioned as Boot Loader, OS Image and Root File System. Later, the memory 
card is inserted in the board and connected with the display. As the board gets booted, the board gets converted to OS. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

An embedded system is a system that's meant for an ardent job. “Embed” means that “Hide”. In embedded systems 
programs are keep in memory in binary type. At the side of the applying program, system programs also are reborn into 
binary pictures and keep in memory. 

Embedded system could also be designed with OS or while not OS, The embedded system that doesn't have any OS is 
termed “Bare metal system”. In embedded industries, the applications are developed mistreatment open supply boards 
like UDOO-NEO and Raspberry Pi. These ASCII text file boards are vacant boards that don't contain any software package. 
Here the first task is making ready these boards for applications. Throughout this preparation, the software package that is 
required for execution applications is ported within the external memory storage. This software package starting from 
bootloader to API. Also, the package is taken into account as a neighborhood of system software package that must be 
ported. 

Linux may be a well-liked version of the UNIX operating system package. It's an ASCII text file as its ASCII text file is freely 
accessible. It's absolve to use. Linux was designed considering UNIX operating system compatibility. UDOO modern models 
are quite cheap, as they're “bare bones” boards. Generally you'll purchase all the specified hardware accessories as a 
package. 

3. OPERATING SYSTEM 

Every time you turn on your pc, you see a screen wherever you'll perform totally different activities like write, browse the 
web or watch a video. However will the processor on your computer grasp that you simply are asking it to run a mp3 file. 

Well, it's the software package or the kernel that will this work. A kernel could be a program at the guts of any software 
package that takes care of basic stuff, like holding hardware communicate with software package. 
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So, to figure on your pc, you wish associate degree in operation System (OS). In fact, you're exploitation one as you scan this 
on your pc. Now, you'll have used common OS's like Windows, Apple OS X however here we are going to learn what UNIX is 
and what edges it offers over different OS selections. 

4. LINUX OPERATING SYSTEM 

Just like Windows, iOS, and Mac OS, UNIX operating system is a software system. In fact, one in every of the foremost 
common platforms on the earth, Android, is battery-powered by the UNIX operating system software system. A software 
system is software system that manages all of the hardware resources related to your desktop or laptop computer. To place 
it merely, the software system manages the communication between your software system and your hardware. While not 
the software system (OS), the software system wouldn’t perform. 

 

The UNIX operating system software system includes many totally different pieces: 

Bootloader - The software system that manages the boot method of your pc. For many users, this can merely be a splash 
screen that pops up and eventually goes away as well into the software system. 

Kernel - This can be the one piece of the total that's really known as Linux. The kernel is that the core of the system and 
manages the computer hardware, memory, and peripheral devices. The kernel is that the lowest level of the OS. 

Init system - This can be a sub-system that bootstraps the user house and is charged with dominant daemons. One in 
every of the foremost wide used init systems is that additionally happens to be one in every of the foremost polemic. It's 
the init system that manages the boot method, once the initial booting is bimanual over from the boot loader (i.e., GRUB or 
GRand Unified Bootloader). 

Applications - Desktop environments don't supply the total array of apps. Similar to Windows and macOS, UNIX operating 
system offers thousands upon thousands of high- quality software system titles that may be simply found and put in. Latest 
UNIX operating system distributions (more on this below) embody App Store-like tools that change and alter application 
installation. As an example, Ubuntu UNIX operating system has the Ubuntu software system that permits you to quickly 
search among the thousands of apps and install them from one centralized location. 

Three partitions are: 

Boot Loader OS image 

Root File System 
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5. UDOO NEO FULL 

UDOO modern is Associate in all-in-one open hardware cheap pc equipped with a NXP™ i.MX 6SoloX applications processor 
for mechanical man and UNIX. UDOO modern embeds 2 cores on identical processor: a robust 1GHz ARM® Cortex-A9, 
Associate in an ARM Cortex-M4 I/O period of time co-processor that may run up to 200MHz. While the Cortex-A9 will run 
each mechanical man Lollipop and UDOObuntu a pair of - a zealous Ubuntu- based UNIX distro - the Cortex-M4 permits 
quick access to a Arduino surroundings. The snap-in connecter ensures a plug-and-play interaction with most sensors and 
actuators. Its embedded 9-axis motion sensors and a Wi-Fi + Bluetooth four.0 module, the board is good to make robots, 
drones and rovers similarly as any Mobile IoT project you'll be able to imagine. 

UDOO Neo Full 

 1 GB DDR3 RAM. 

 Wi-Fi/Bluetooth module is mounted 

 10/100 Mbps fast Ethernet RJ45 port. 

 9-axis motion sensors are embedded on board. 

6. METHEDOLOGY 

 Format a SD card. 

 Partition the SD Card 

 Create the OS image 

 Load the OS image 

 Create a root file system 

 Booting the file system 

SD card requirement - Please contemplate that the dimensions of a small American state card should be a minimum of 
4/8GB (depending on the in operation system); small American state memory cards with the next capability (tested up to 
64GB) is also used, and also the UNIX root partition are going to be dilated to the total American state card size throughout 
the primary boot. 

Humanoid pictures aren't dilated and stuck at 8GB although you employ a much bigger American state card; but you'll be 
able to expand your partitions manually victimization tools like gparted. 

Boot Loader- A boot loader may be a little program that is started from the Master Boot Record (MBR) of a tough disk, 
floppy, CD/DVD or alternative device. It's loaded by the computer's BIOS when the BIOS has initialized a tiny low portion 
of the system's hardware. The role of a boot loader is to load Associate in Nursing software package from a device, originated 
a lowest setting during which the OS will run, and run the operative system's startup procedure. Due to the very fact that on 
most systems (most notably the IA-32 IBM compatible systems), the boot loader is merely allowed to own a awfully little 
size, (510 effective bytes on a floppy, 446 bytes on a tough disk), the boot loader is sometimes split into stages. 

Stage one can load stage a pair of from a selected sector on the disk, then stage a pair of can initialize the system and cargo 
the kernel from this implies that the stage a pair of boot loader can got to be ready to interpret the system's filing system. 
Sometimes, an additional stage is placed between stage one and stage a pair of, that is additionally capable of decoding the 
filing system, and permits the stage a pair of boot loader to be moved round the disk, probably because of disk 
defragmentation or written material of the stage a pair of boot loader. Often, boot loaders enable the user to pick between 
many completely different operative systems, and opt for that one besides. This feature is termed multi booting (or dual-
booting). several boot loaders conjointly support passing parameters to the kernel. These square measure like command-
line arguments, and square measure usually won’t to tell the kernel concerning the configuration of the system. 

OS Image - When you have created your executables (programs) that you simply wish your embedded system to run, you 
wish to put them somewhere wherever they will be loaded from. associate OS image is just a file that contains the OS, your 
executables, and any knowledge files which may be associated with your programs. 
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Root File System - The root file system is that the file system that's contained on constant partition on that the basis 
directory is found, and it's the file system on that all the opposite file systems square measure mounted (i.e., logically 
connected to the system) because the system is shodden up. A partition may be a logically freelance section of a tough hard 
drive (HDD). A file system may be a hierarchy of directories (also remarked as a directory tree) that's accustomed organize 
files on a computing system. On UNIX system} and alternative Unix-like operating systems, the directories begin with the 
basis directory, that contains a series of subdirectories, every of that, in turn, contains any subdirectories, etc. A variant of 
this definition is that the part of the complete hierarchy of directories (i.e., of the directory tree) that's situated on one 
partition or disk. The exact contents of the basis file system can vary in line with the pc, however they'll embrace the files 
that square measure necessary for booting the system and for conveyance it up to such a state that the opposite file systems 
will be mounted likewise as tools for fixing a broken system and for convalescent lost files from backups. The contents can 
embrace the basis directory along a bottom set of subdirectories and files together with /boot, /dev, /etc, /bin,/sbin and 
typically /tmp (for temporary files). Only the basis file system is offered once a system is noted in single user mode. 

Single user mode may be a method of booting a broken system that has terribly restricted capabilities in order that repairs 
will be created there to. When repairs are completed, the opposite file systems that square measure situated on totally 
different completely different} partitions or on different media will then be mounted on (i.e.,connected to) the basis file 
system so as to revive full system practicality. The directories on that {they square measure they're} mounted are known 
as mount points. The root file system ought to typically be little, as a result of it contains crucial files and a little, 
occasionally changed file system includes a higher probability of not changing into corrupted. A corrupted root file system 
can typically mean that the system becomes unbootable (i.e., unstartable) from the HDD, and should be sodden by special 
suggests that (e.g., from a boot floppy). A file system will be mounted anyplace within the directory tree; it doesn't 
essentially ought to be mounted on the basis file system. As an example, it's attainable (and terribly common) to possess 
one file system mounted at a mount purpose on the basis file system, and another file system mounted at a mount purpose 
contained therein file system. 

Compile UDOObuntu - A bootable SD card has 3 different elements: 

 U-Boot (Universal Bootloader) 

 Linux Kernel 

 File System (e.g: UDOObuntu) 

To create a complete UDOObuntu OS image with these three elements    compiled    from    source    you    can     use     the 
mkudoobuntu script. This could be a useful starter point to create also other distros. The created pictures square measure 
as little as potential and distended to the full card size throughout the primary boot. This script use Debootstrap to compile 
Ubuntu fourteen.04 LTS filing system and therefore the others UDOO github repos to compile the UDOO's UNIX Kernel and 
U-Boot. This script has been tested on Ubuntu fifteen.10, 15.04 and 14.04. 

7. RESULT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/UDOOboard/mkudoobuntu
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Installation Process 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basic Embedded Linux System has been established in procedural way using UDOO NEO board and Linux OS with this 
basic setup installation application program and device driver for external peripherals with respect to the chosen 
application. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Basic Embedded Linux System has been established in procedural approach victimization UDOO modern board and Linux OS 
with this basic setup installation program and utility program for external peripherals with relevance the chosen 
application. UDOO modern is AN innovative product. The sheer range of users and fan base support the actual fact that the 
device will see a good future ahead. The device will certainly facilitate anyone United Nations agency extremely needs to lean 
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physical science and computers. Increasing the process power will certainly facilitate the merchandise within the future. 
Conjointly supply a case and a correct guide can improve the merchandise. Conjointly presently Windows operative 
systems aren't compatible owing to the ARM processor. If the processor is improved or any workaround is found to run 
Linux directly on the UDOO modern, then it may be a good step for the UDOO modern. The UDOO modern is a tremendous 
piece of hardware owing to the mix of the options of a standard laptop and an embedded device. 
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